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The vehicle manufacturer recommends that the filter be changed every year or 15,000 miles.
Engineered for Original Equipment Manufacturer Specifications.
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Get in and breathe easy.

••••• Open the hood.Open the hood.Open the hood.Open the hood.Open the hood.
••••• Locate the cabin airLocate the cabin airLocate the cabin airLocate the cabin airLocate the cabin air
filter duct clampfilter duct clampfilter duct clampfilter duct clampfilter duct clamp
facing outwarfacing outwarfacing outwarfacing outwarfacing outward.d.d.d.d.

••••• Release the cabin airRelease the cabin airRelease the cabin airRelease the cabin airRelease the cabin air
filter duct clamp befilter duct clamp befilter duct clamp befilter duct clamp befilter duct clamp be
depressing the lock,depressing the lock,depressing the lock,depressing the lock,depressing the lock,
then lift the coverthen lift the coverthen lift the coverthen lift the coverthen lift the cover
upwarupwarupwarupwarupward.d.d.d.d.

This micronAir Cabin Air Filter fits:
BMW 7 Series, from model year 2002.

Cabin Air Filtration Product

MicronAir No. BM02129P, BM02129C
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••••• Flip the filter duct upsideFlip the filter duct upsideFlip the filter duct upsideFlip the filter duct upsideFlip the filter duct upside
down so the filter is nowdown so the filter is nowdown so the filter is nowdown so the filter is nowdown so the filter is now
visible. The filter liftsvisible. The filter liftsvisible. The filter liftsvisible. The filter liftsvisible. The filter lifts
strstrstrstrstraight upaight upaight upaight upaight up.....
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••••• Remove the cabin airRemove the cabin airRemove the cabin airRemove the cabin airRemove the cabin air
filter duct by sliding itfilter duct by sliding itfilter duct by sliding itfilter duct by sliding itfilter duct by sliding it
outwaroutwaroutwaroutwaroutward.d.d.d.d.
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••••• Remove and replace withRemove and replace withRemove and replace withRemove and replace withRemove and replace with
a clean micronAir® Cabina clean micronAir® Cabina clean micronAir® Cabina clean micronAir® Cabina clean micronAir® Cabin
Air FilterAir FilterAir FilterAir FilterAir Filter.....

••••• Flip over and replace theFlip over and replace theFlip over and replace theFlip over and replace theFlip over and replace the
duct and reattach theduct and reattach theduct and reattach theduct and reattach theduct and reattach the
clampclampclampclampclamp.....


